InfiniBand high performance networks require that the buffers used for sending or receiving data are registered. Since memory registration is an expensive operation, some communication libraries use caching (rcache) to amortize its cost, and copy data into pre-registered buffers for small messages. In this paper, we present a software protocol for InfiniBand that always uses a memory copy, and amortizes the cost of this copy with a superpipeline to overlap the memory copy and the RDMA. We propose a performance model of our protocol to study its behavior and optimize its parameters. We have implemented our protocol in the NewMadeleine communication library. The results of MPI benchmarks show a significant improvement in cache-unfriendly applications that do not reuse the same memory blocks all over the time, without degradation for cache-friendly applications.
Introduction
InfiniBand networks are nowadays the leading technology for high performance networks in clusters. Parallel applications usually exploit this network through an Mpi library that makes their usage seamless for the end-user. Under the hood the Mpi implementations access the InfiniBand network cards through an Api called verbs. Unlike Api used to program other networking technologies, the verbs Api is very low-level. It means that a lot of things have to be done by hand by the Mpi library programmer; on another hand, the programmer has a lot of control on how to exploit the network interface.
Network transfers are based on RDMA and are executed by the DMA engine on the network card. The card sees the system from the PCIe bus, thus works with physical addresses. The application, Mpi library, and InfiniBand software stack run in user space, with no system call involved thanks to OS bypass. Since they run in user space, they use virtual addresses. Thus, when sending data from user space through InfiniBand, translation has to be done from virtual address space to physical address space. The network card can do the translation if it has been told previously the mapping from virtual to physical space. This process is called memory registration and in InfiniBand it has to be performed explicitly by the user. Actually, the memory registration is comprised of both the communication of the translation table to the network card, and memory pinning to prevent swapping. All memory involved in sending and receiving operations in InfiniBand must be registered. Two approaches are possible to satisfy this constraint: (1) register memory blocks on the fly; (2) register a buffer at application startup, then copy data into this pre-registered buffer. Memory registration has a significant cost [1] and both approaches have an impact on the overall network performance.
In this paper, we present a software protocol for InfiniBand that copies data through a pre-registered buffer and amortizes the cost of the memory copy by using a superpipeline to overlap copy and RDMA transfer. We propose a performance model of our protocol to study its behavior and optimize its parameters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we analyze the performance of memory copy and registration. In Section 3 we present an analysis of a pipeline for memory copy. In Section 4, we describe our superpipeline protocol. Section 5 gives benchmark results. Section 6 compares our work to related works. Section 7 concludes our paper.
Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of memory registration, memory copy, and network transfer, and we propose a performance model. We run our tests on multiple InfiniBand clusters. Cluster graphene features ConnectX DDR (MT26418) cards on quad-core nodes equiped with Intel Xeon X3440. Cluster infini has ConnectX2 QDR (MT26428) cards on quad Intel Xeon X5570. To visualize closely what happens, all our graphs use a 5 % increment for message size (i.e. powers of 1.05), not only powers of 2 that hide a lot of details.
Performance of registration. Memory registration in
InfiniBand is an expensive operation. We have conducted benchmarks to measure the time consumed to register memory on several InfiniBand clusters. For example, the results obtained on cluster graphene are depicted in Figure 1 , represented as a bandwidth. Let L be the length of a given message, we model the registration time
